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Martin Moll is responsible for the development and 
design of the moll products with passion and fl air.

Dear Reader,

In the world of mainstream and mass production, we decided 

decades ago to produce only high-quality, well thought-out 

and durable functional furniture.

At fi rst glance, not so profi table for us, because the furniture 

can last a lifetime and beyond. However, in view of our responsi-

bility to future generations, we believe that this decision has no 

alternative and so we continue to go this path. 

This consistent attitude is typical for a family business deeply 

rooted in our region. Landscape shapes people and so, in addition 

to the characterizing roughness of the Swabian Alb, there is still 

enough room for great empathy and truthfulness. 

Martin Moll
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FOR GENERATIONS LONGEVITY

Longevity is one of our most important corporate values. 
Our promise is to produce furniture for generations:

1.  Our products grow with you. From children to adults – our products

 adapt ergonomically to their users.

2.  Additions allow the furniture to be fl exibly adapted to changing needs.

3.  For us, sustainability is not limited to the use of regional materials, but    

 also means ensuring a high quality of workmanship, so that our products    

 can be passed down through generations.

4.  The timeless design of our products also ensures that they will be used  

 for a very long time.

5.  Our product promise includes a 5-year quality and after-sale guarantee.
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QUALITY

TESTED ERGONOMICS, 
SAFETY AND QUALITY

AGR
“Aktion Gesunder Rücken” tests products 

for their ergonomic properties.

GS seal of approval
GS seal of approval ensures that the

product complies with the requirements 

of the Product Safety Act (ProdSG), inspec-

ted and tested by the TÜV-Rheinland.

www.certipedia.com

Patents
moll develops all fi ttings themselves. 

Many of these innovations are protected 

by industrial property rights.

Made in Germany
moll products are developed in Gruibingen 

(DE) and manufactured according to high 

quality and safety standards. The warranty 

statements on the moll.world homepage 

apply.

CERTIFIED SUSTAINABILITY

FSC und PEFC Certifi cation 
To ensure the preservation of forests, we 

obtain our wood from a certifi ed supply 

chain. This guarantees an ecological and 

socially acceptable and sustainable forestry.

CARB II 
moll wood-based materials are CARB II 

compliant with stricter limit values than 

E1 E05 according to the current test 

method. This is for purpose-bound use ac-

cording to the current state of knowledge, 

harmless for health.

Desk surfaces
All decorative surfaces are tested for 

abrasion resistance, stain resistance, 

scratch resistance and impact stress 

in accordance with EN 14322.

Our responsibility
In our production, we use mainly environ-

mentally friendly, recyclable and separable 

materials. In this way we keep the CO2 

footprint of our products as small 

as possible.
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INNOVATION

Healthy learning and working. What does ergonomics actually 
mean? Ergonomics means taking as much of the strain as pos-
sible off the body and not forcing it to adopt forced postures. 
This is especially important during the development phase for 
children.

Ergonomic furniture has a preventive eff ect 

and protects against postural damage. 

It is flexible, functional and variable in 

its adjustment options and offers suf-

ficient legroom. Ergonomic furniture thus 

promotes a natural and upright sitting po-

sition, supports the spine and protects 

against postural damage in the long-term.

Our innovations are related to ergono-

mics, functionality and the optimization 

of the working and learning environment. 

We can ensure the long-lasting quality 

of our furniture through our patented 

functions. This means that our furniture 

is not only a long-term investment, but 

is also highly economically viable for our 

customers in the long-term.

How does ergonomic furniture work?
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TILTING MECHANISM

Depending on the product, moll children‘s desks off er diff erent levels of comfort regarding the tilting mecha-
nism of the desk top. To ensure that nothing slips off  the tilted desk top, all Winner and Champion versions 
always come with a magnetic anti-slip device that can also be used as a ruler and magnifying glass. With the 
Joker, a simple anti-slip device is clamped to the edge of the desk.

JOKER 

tilting mechanism – 
latching position

The Joker desk top can be easily 
tilted with the integrated spring 
support through 6 levels up to 16 
degrees. At the same time, the 
latching prevents the plate from 
falling back uncontrolled.

WINNER 

tilting mechanism – 
brake fi tting

The desk top can be continuous-
ly raised and lowered by up to 
18 degrees to the desired angle 
using a lever under the desk top. 
The adjustable fi tting brake pre-
vents the desk top from falling 
back unbraked.

CHAMPION

tilting mechanism with 
cable pull technology

The desk top can be tilted gra-
dually up to 20 degrees using a 
cable under the front edge of the 
desk. The tilting mechanism with 
the patented safety clutch provi-
des excellent pinch protection.
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HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT VARIANTS

Height adjustment for children‘s desks is essential for us, 
which is why we hold three patents for height adjustment mechanisms:

is characterized by an easy-to-use 
cable spool that allows the desk 
height to be continuously adjus-
ted. The rope spool can be atta-
ched to the desk base and remo-
ved again for safety after setting 
the height correctly. Height 
information printed on the base 
helps with correct adjustment.

has a large mechanical adjustment 
range. By pressing the control 
lever, the desk can be adjusted 
faster than a person can get up 
- and all without electricity. The 
spring force of the desk can be 
adjusted according to the desk 
load, completely weight-neutral. 
The height adjustment can also be 
blocked.

is characterized by a manual 
hook fi tting and the desks can be 
correctly adapted to the users in 
just a few simple steps. Height 
information printed on the base 
helps with correct adjustment.

Stepless quick height adjustment 
to sitting or standing height

Adjustment range:  69 -114 cm
With Height Adapter: 79 -124 cm

Height: 1,55 - 1,95 m

Infi nitely variable height 
adjustment via cable pull

Adjustment range: 53 -82 cm

Height: 1,20 - 1,90 m

10-stage 
hook fi tting

Adjustment range: 53 -82 cm

Height: 1,20 - 1,90 m

just a few simple steps. Height 
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FOR US
From small to tall
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PRIME PRIME is dedicated to homework.

Working from home is not only a socially relevant topic – it has been a core topic of our 

brand for years. With our products, we create the functional optimization of the requi-

rements for concentrated learning and working at home.

Why?
Due to social and societal infl uences and changes such as people’s decreasing attention 

span, poor posture over notebooks, the trend towards smaller living spaces, etc., the 

points of storage, ergonomics and the optimal use of the available space are becoming 

more important than ever.

If these points are taken into account in the study room, children and adults can concen-

trate best. Therefore PRIME off ers furniture for storage with high adaptability and with 

the highest standards of ergonomics, in order to create a perfect workplace at home for 

children and adults. PRIME includes furniture for children and young people that leaves no 

wish unfulfi lled in terms of quality, functionality or durability.

PRIME off ers many options for individually confi guring it upon purchase and also con-

tinuously adapting it to changing needs. When the desk, chair and light are optimally 

mached to the body, working method and space, the learning place becomes a favorite 

place - from preschool to graduation.

PRIME includes three desk models: Joker, Winner and Champion as well as matching 

additions and mobile containers and the three swivel chairs Primo, Maximo and Scooter. 

The rotating shelves Tower 56 and 64 create additional order and off er a lot of storage 

space next to the desk. The Mobilight and Flexlight workplace lights and a wide range 

of universal accessories round off  the PRIME range.
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300

JOKER

DESKS

The frame is equipped with the Classic height adjustment.

The runners are made of powder-coated steel and feature castors 

on the ends so that the desk can be moved easily.

The body is made of melamine resin-coated wood-based board.

One-piece and easy-to-use, tiltable desk top with rounded corners.

JOKER FULL SIZE

JOKER
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1

2

300
+

Detent fi tting, six steps, inclination: 16o

Basic Book Holder, Anti-slip Barrier, Hook for bags

White

113 x 67 x 53 - 82 cm

30

12

12

6

JOKER FULL SIZE

Flex Deck

Utensilo Behind

Side Top

Drawer
Utensilo Beside

910

401

909

350

400

301

Tilting mechanism

Height adjustment

Included accessories

Color

Accent colors*

Dimensions (WxDxH)

* Pink indicates the accent colors on the desk model / Color Set Trend optional p. 96

2

ADDITIONS

Drawer

Side Top

Flex Deck

    100 cm  |    36 cm  |    5 cm  |    3,193 Kg  |    0,026 m3  |    1
 •  Grey drawer with divider and handle profi le
 •  Plenty of storage space without restricting legroom
 •  Retrofi tting is possible 
 •  Loadable up to 6 kg

 •  Accessories: Orga-Set

    40 cm  |    67 cm  |    5,297 Kg  |    0,037 m3  |    1
 •  Side horizontal shelf with rounded corners, especially
  recommended for tilted desk tops 
 •  Fastened via two supports on the side of the desk
 •  Decor: white
 •  Material: melamine resin-coated wood-based board
 •  Retrofi tting is possible on the left or/and right side
 •  Loadable up to 12 kg

 •  Accessories: Baskets SQ/RD

    113 cm  |    22 cm  |    69 cm  |    14,082 Kg  |    0,077 m3  |    1
 •  Multifunctional wall with two shelves and a magnetic board   
     incl. four magnets
 •  Additional shelf space above the desk top
 •  Fastens via two brackets on the back of the desk
 •  Two corner brackets made of aluminum (lateral support)
 •  Aluminum colored metal parts
 •  Decor: white
 •  Material: melamine resin-coated wood-based board
 •  Retrofi tting is possible
 •  Loadable up to 12 kg

 •  Accessories: Utensilo Behind, Baskets SQ/RD

401

400

350

300
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303 304

WINNER
WINNER FULL SIZE / WINNER SPLIT

Leg frame optionally available in the                or                 version.

The runners are made of powder-coated die-cast aluminum and 

have castors in the rear part, so that the desk can be easily moved.

The desk is made of melamine resin-coated wood-based board. 

Optionally with a one-piece or divided tiltable desk top.

There is a colored strip and cap magazine in the handle profi le.

WINNER
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1

2

304
+

1

2

303
+

Brake fi tting, 
stepless inclination:18o

Basic Book Holder, Magnetic Ruler, Hook for bags

White, Maple-White and Oak

116 x 72 x 53 - 82 cm

WINNER FULL SIZE AND SPLIT

305 306

Tilting mechanism

Height adjustment

Included accessories

Color

Accent colors Classic*

Dimensions (WxDxH)

2

12

12

12

30

6

404

358909

352

402

407

406

910

2

1

Flex Deck

Multi Deck

Utensilo Behind

Side Top

Twin Box

Drawer

Drawer Cover

Utensilo Beside

Winner Split

Winner Full Size

ADDITIONS

Drawer

Drawer Cover

    102 cm  |    40 cm  |    7 cm  |    3,079 Kg  |    0,026 m3  |    1
 •  Grey drawer with divider and aluminum handle profi le
 •  The drawer is divided by two dividers
 •  Inlays: corrugated foam
 •  Loadable up to 6 kg
 •  Retrofi tting is possible

 •  Accessories: Orga-Set and Drawer Cover

    103 cm  |    37 cm  |    4 cm  |    1,393 Kg  |    0,02 m3  |    1
 •  The cover prevents the contents from getting dusty
 •  Provides privacy especially when the desk top is tilted
 •  Aluminum-colored cover, remains under the desk top
  when the drawer is pulled out.
 •  Consists of high-quality, lightweight aluminum composite 
  material

358

352

    38 cm  |    70 cm  |    5,411 Kg  |    0,037 m3  |    1
 •  Desk extension in width – loadable up to 12 kg
 •  Side shelf, even with desk top in inclined position
 •  Rounded corners
 •  Fastened via two supports on the side of the desk
 •  Can be mounted on right or left side
 •  Three colors: white, maple-white and oak
 •  Material: melamine resin-coated wood-based board
 •  Retrofi tting left / right is possible

 •  Accessories: Baskets SQ/RD

Side Top402

* Pink indicates the accent colors on the desk model / Color Set Trend optional p. 96
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Twin Box

Multi Deck

    42 cm  |    57 cm  |    24 cm  |    12,086 Kg  |    0,088 m3  |    1
 •  Storage space underneath the desk body
 •  Can be mounted on the right or left side under the desk top
 •  Two drawers with self-closing mechanism, the upper drawer 
  is lockable
 •  Six changeable color inlays for the recessed handles
 •  Three colors: white, maple-white and oak
 •  Material: melamine resin-coated wood-based board
 •  Retrofi tting left / right is possible

 •  Accessories: Orga-Set, Color Set Trend

    116 cm  |    22 cm  |    4,959 Kg  |    0,024 m3  |    1
 •  Desk top extension in the desk depth – loadable up to 12 kg
 •  Level storage surface, even when the desk top is tilted
 •  Fastened by two metal supports on the back of the desk
 •  Aluminum skid extension on the desk feet, for extra stability
 •  Three colors: white, maple-white and oak
 •  Material: Melamine resin-coated wood-based board
 •  Retrofi tting is possible

 •  Accessories: Baskets SQ/RD

404

407

ADDITIONS

    120 cm  |    30 cm  |    68 cm  |    13,034 Kg  |    0,073 m3  |    1
 •  Multifunctional wall with two shelves and one whiteboard/
     magnetic board incl. four magnets – loadable up to 12 kg
 •  Additional shelf space behind and above the desk top
 •  Fastening via two brackets at the back of the desk
 •  Two corner brackets made of aluminum
 •  Three colors: white, maple-white and oak
 •  Material: melamine resin-coated wood-based board      
  and aluminum colored metal parts
 •  Retrofi tting is possible

 •  Accessories: Utensilo Behind, Baskets SQ/RD

Flex Deck406
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302

Leg frame optionally available in the                or                 version.

The runners are made of powder-coated die-cast aluminum and 

have castors at the rear part so that the desk can be moved easily.

The body consists of a melamine resin-coated wood-based board, 

available in colors White, Maple-white and Oak. 

There is a colored strip/cap magazine in the grip profi le.

WINNER
COMPACT

WINNER COMPACT
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1

2

302
+

Brake fi tting, 
stepless inclination:18o

Basic Book-Holder, Magnetic Ruler, Hook for bags

White, Maple-White and Oak

86 x 70 x 53 - 82 cm

WINNER COMPACT

305 306

Tilting mechanism

Height adjustment

Included accessories

Color

Accent colors*

Dimensions (WxDxH)

2

12

12

30

12

6

910

405

403

357

351

909

402

Utensilo Behind

Side Top

Drawer CP

Drawer Cover CP

Utensilo Beside

ADDITIONS

Drawer CP

Drawer Cover CP

    72 cm  |    40 cm  |    7 cm  |    2,53 Kg  |    0,026 m3  |    1
 •  Grey drawer with divider and aluminum handle profi le
 •  Plenty of storage space without restricting legroom
 •  The drawer is divided by one divider
 •  Inlays: corrugated foam
 •  Loadable up to 6 kg
 •  Retrofi tting is possible

 •  Accessories: Orga-Set and Drawer Cover

    72 cm  |    37 cm  |    4 cm  |    1,393 Kg  |    0,02 m3  |    1
 •  The cover prevents the contents from getting dusty
 •  Provides privacy especially when the desk top is tilted
 •  Aluminum-colored cover, remains under the desk top
     when the drawer is pulled out
 •  Consists of high-quality, lightweight aluminum composite
     material

357

351

    38 cm  |    70 cm  |    5,411 Kg  |    0,037 m3  |    1
 •  Desk extension in width – loadable up to 12 kg
 •  Side shelf, even with desk top in tilted position
 •  Rounded corners
 •  Fastened via two height-adjustable supports on the side
     of the desk
 •  Can be mounted on right or left side
 •  Three colors: white, maple-white and oak
 •  Material: melamine resin-coated wood-based board
 •  Retrofi tting left / right is possible

 •  Accessories: Baskets SQ/RD

Side Top 402

* Pink indicates the accent colors on the desk model / Color Set Trend optional p. 96

Flex Deck CP

Multi Deck CP
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Multi Deck CP
    86 cm  |    22 cm  |    3,926 Kg  |    0,024 m3  |    1
 •  Desk top extension in the desk depth
 •  Level storage surface, even when the desk top is tilted
 •  Fastened by two metal supports on the back of the desk
 •  Aluminum skid extension on the desk feet, for extra stability
 •  Three colors: white, maple-white and oak
 •  Material: melamine resin-coated wood-based board
 •  Retrofi tting is possible
 •  Loadable up to 12 kg

 •  Accessories: Baskets SQ/RD

403

ADDITIONS

Flex Deck CP
    90 cm  |    30 cm  |    68 cm  |    10,858 Kg  |    0,056 m3  |    1
 •  Multifunctional wall with two shelves and one magnetic board        
  incl. four magnets
 •  Magnetic board can be used as whiteboard 
 •  Additional shelf space above the desk top
 •  Fastening via two brackets at the back of the desk
 •  Two corner brackets made of aluminum
 •  Metal parts in aluminum color
 •  Three colors: white, maple-white and oak
 •  Material: melamine resin-coated wood-based board
     board and aluminum colored metal parts
 •  Retrofi tting is possible
 •  Loadable up to 12 kg

 •  Accessories: Utensilo Behind, Baskets SQ/RD

405
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308 309 310

CHAMPION
FRONT UP • LEFT UP • RIGHT UP

The Champion is available with Comfort height adjustment.

The split desk top is available for left-handed (Right Up) or 

right-handed users (Left Up).

The desk top version splitted in the rear (Front Up) works

for all children.

The desk body is made of melamine resin-coated wood-based board.

In order to move the desk easily, the skids in the rear part are 

equipped with castors.

The desk is equipped with a cable duct with an optional felt cover.

CHAMPION
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1 1

2 2

3 3

309 310
+ +

1

2

3

308
+

+ + +

312

12

30

6

12

12 910

414

412

410

909

355

358

354

408

2 3

1

CHAMPION

Flex Deck

Multi Deck

Panel

Cable Duct Cover

Utensilo Behind

Side Top

Drawer

Drawer Cover

Utensilo Beside

2

3

Rope pull, stepless (inclination: 20°) 
Children can autonomously adjust the inclination

Design Book-Holder, Magnetic Ruler, Hook for bags

White

120 x 72 x 53 - 82 cm

Tilting mechanism

Height adjustment

Included accessories

Color

Accent colors*

Side panels colors

Dimensions (WxDxH)

Desk top alternatives1

311

Champion Front Up Champion Right Up Champion Left Up 

* Pink indicates the accent colors on the desk model / Color Set Trend optional p. 96

Standard
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313

The Champion Slim is the slim version of the Champion with 10 cm 

less desk depth, perfect for less space or narrow rooms.

The divided table top allows you to have a surface to put things 

on despite the tilted position.

In order to move the desk easily, the skids in the rear part are equipped 

with castors.

The desk body is made of melamine resin-coated wood-based board.

The desk is equipped with a cable duct with an optional felt cover.

CHAMPION
SLIM

CHAMPION SLIM
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1

2

3

313
+

+

314

CHAMPION SLIM

12

30

6

12

12

408

410

412

910

414

355

354

358

Flex Deck

Multi Deck

Panel

Cable Duct Cover

Utensilo Behind

Side Top

Drawer

Drawer Cover

2

3

Rope pull, stepless (inclination: 20°) 
Children can autonomously adjust the inclination

Design Book-Holder, Magnetic Ruler, Hook for bags

White

120 x 62 x 53 – 82 cm

Tilting mechanism

Height adjustment

Included accessories

Color

Accent colors*

Side panels colors

Dimensions (WxDxH)

311

CHAMPION AND CHAMPION SLIM ADDITIONS

    103 cm  |    37 cm  |    4 cm  |    1,3928 Kg  |    0,02 m3  |    1
 •  The cover prevents the contents from getting dusty
 •  Provides privacy especially when the desk top is tilted
 •  Aluminum-colored cover, remains under the desk top when the     
     drawer is pulled out
 •  Consists of high-quality, lightweight aluminum composite material

    103 cm  |    42 cm  |    6 cm  |    3,395 Kg  |    0,027 m3  |    1
 •  High quality fl at drawer made of aluminum profi le
 •  Drawer size: two 297 x 420 mm sized compartments with a       
  divider
 •  Plenty of storage space without restricting legroom
 •  Inlays: corrugated foam
 •  Retrofi tting is possible
 •  Loadable up to 6 kg

 •  Accessories: Orga-Set and Drawer Cover

Drawer Cover358

Drawer354

* Pink indicates the accent colors on the desk model / Color Set Trend optional p. 96

Standard
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Cable Duct Cover
    102 cm  |    16 cm  |    0,58 Kg  |    0,002 m3  |    1
 •  Two-piece felt cover for the cable duct
 •  With cable outlets
 •  Visibility and dust protection
 •  Retrofi tting is possible

355

CHAMPION AND CHAMPION SLIM

Multi Deck
    120 cm  |    22 cm  |    4,982 Kg  |    0,026 m3  |    1
 •  Desk top extension adheres to rear of desk – loadable up to 12 kg
 •  Level storage surface, even when the desk top is tilted
 •  Fastened via two height-adjustable supports on the back 
  of the desk
 •  Rounded corners
 •  Aluminum skid extension on the desk feet provides extra 
  stability
 •  Material: melamine resin-coated wood-based board
 •  Retrofi tting is possible

 •  Accessories: Baskets SQ/RD

412

ADDITIONS

Side Top SLIM

Panel

    38 cm  |    62 cm  |    4,45 Kg  |    0,036 m3  |    1
 •  Lateral horizontal shelf with rounded corners, especially 
     recommended for tilted desk top
 •  Fastened by two height-adjustable supports on the side
 •  Retrofi tting is possible on the left or right side
 •  Material: melamine resin-coated wood-based board
 •  Color: white
 •  Loadable up to 12 kg

 •  Accessories: Baskets SQ/RD

    120 cm  |    6 cm  |    20 cm  |    5,31 Kg  |    5,311 m3  |    1
 •  Pinboard above the rear part of the desk top incl. four magnets
 •  Fastened via two supports at the back of the desk
 •  Material: melamine resin-coated wood-based board
 •  Color: white
 •  Retrofi tting is possible

 •  Accessories: Utensilo Behind

409

Side Top
    40 cm  |    72 cm  |    5,742 Kg  |    0,036 m3  |    1
 •  Lateral horizontal shelf with rounded corners, especially 
     recommended for tilted desk top
 •  Fastened via two height-adjustable supports on the side
 •  Retrofi tting possible on the left or right side
 •  Material:melamine resin-coated wood-based board
 •  Color: white
 •  Loadable up to 12 kg

 •  Accessories: Baskets SQ/RD

408

410

Flex Deck
    120 cm  |    30 cm  |    68 cm  |    13,085 Kg  |    0,072 m3  |    1
 •  Multifunctional wall with two shelves and one whiteboard/
     magnetic board incl. four magnets – loadable up to 12 kg
 •  Magnetic board can also be used as a whiteboard
 •  Additional shelf space above the desk top
 •  Rounded shelves
 •  Two aluminum corner brackets on the upper shelf
    (lateral support)
 •  Fastened by two supports on the back of the desk
 •  Material: melamine resin-coated wood-based board and    
     aluminium profi le
 •  Color: white
 •  Retrofi tting is possible

 •  Accessories: Utensilo Behind, Baskets SQ/RD

414
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307

The Champion Compact combines all the plus points of the Champion 

for the smallest of spaces.

Thanks to its compact dimensions, it is the ideal solution for small 

children‘s rooms.  

The desk body is made of melamine resin-coated wood-based board.

With two side tops or a fl ex deck, it grows in height and width. 

This makes the Champion Compact a highly fl exible alternative.

CHAMPION
COMPACT

CHAMPION COMPACT
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1

2

3

307
+

+

312

CHAMPION COMPACT

Flex Deck CP

Multi Deck CP

Cable Duct Cover CP

Utensilo Behind

Side Top

Drawer CP

Drawer Cover CP

Utensilo Beside

2

3

Rope pull, stepless (inclination: 20°) 
Children can autonomously adjust the inclination

Design Book-Holder, Magnetic Ruler, Hook for bags

White

90 x 72 x 53 – 82 cm

Tilting mechanism

Height adjustment

Included accessories

Color

Accent colors*

Side panels colors

Dimensions (WxDxH)

311

12

30

12

6

12

413

910

411

408

356

353

357909

* Pink indicates the accent colors on the desk model / Color Set Trend optional p. 96

Standard
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315

With the Champion Compact Express you can change from sitting to 

standing height mechanically and thereby completely without electricity 

in less than a second.

The desk body is made of melamine resin-coated wood-based board.

With the ultra-fast Express height adjustment integrated in the base 

frame, the position can be changed at any time and without any eff ort 

due to a patented weight balancing function.

Desk delivered completely assembled.

CHAMPION
COMPACT EXPRESS

CHAMPION COMPACT EXPRESS
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1 315

CHAMPION COMPACT EXPRESS

Flex Deck CP

Multi Deck CP

Cable Duct Cover CP

Utensilo Behind

Side Top

Drawer CP

Drawer Cover CP

Utensilo Beside

Rope pull, stepless (inclination: 20°) 
Children can autonomously adjust the inclination

Design Book-Holder, Magnetic Ruler, Hook for bags

White

90 x 72 x 69 – 114 cm

Tilting mechanism

Height adjustment

Included accessories

Color

Accent colors*

Side panels colors

Dimensions (WxDxH)

CHAMPION COMPACT EXPRESS ADDITONS

12

30

12

6

12

910

408

353

357

356

411

413

909

Drawer CP
    72 cm  |    42 cm  |    6 cm  |    2,268 Kg  |    0,027 m3  |    1
 •  High quality fl at drawer made of aluminum profi le
 •  Drawer size: one 297 x 420 mm sized compartment and one 
     210 x 297 mm compartment with a divider
 •  Plenty of storage space without restricting legroom
 •  Inlays: corrugated foam
 •  Retrofi tting is possible
 •  Loadable up to 6 kg

 •  Accessories: Orga-Set and Drawer Cover

353

Drawer Cover CP
    72 cm  |    37 cm  |    4 cm  |    1,02 Kg  |    0,02 m3  |    1
 •  The cover prevents the contents from getting dusty
 •  Provides privacy especially when the desk top is tilted
 •  Aluminum-colored cover, remains under the desk top when the   
     drawer is pulled out
 •  Consists of high-quality, lightweight aluminum composite material

357

* Pink indicates the accent colors on the desk model / Color Set Trend optional p. 96

Standard
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CHAMPION COMPACT EXPRESS ADDITIONS

Side Top
     40 cm  |    72 cm  |    5,742 Kg  |    0,036 m3  |    1
 •  Lateral horizontal shelf with rounded corners, especially 
      recommended for tilted desk top
 •  Fastened by two height-adjustable supports on the side
 •  Retrofi tting is possible on the left or right side
 •  Material: melamine resin-coated wood-based board
 •  Color: white
 •  Loadable up to 12 kg

 •  Accessories: Baskets SQ/RD

Multi Deck CP
     90 cm  |    22 cm  |    4,065 Kg  |    0,026 m3  |    1
 •  Desk top extension in the desk depth - loadable up to 12 kg
 •  Level storage surface, even when the desk top is tilted
 •  Fastened via two supports on the back of the desk
 •  Rounded corners
 •  Aluminum skid extension on the desk feet provide
     extra stability
 •  Material: melamine resin-coated wood-based board
 •  Retrofi tting is possible

 •  Accessories: Baskets SQ/RD

Cable Duct Cover CP

Flex Deck CP
     90 cm  |    30 cm  |    68 cm  |    10,778 Kg  |    0,056 m3  |    1
 •  Multifunctional wall with two shelves and one whiteboard/           
      magnetic board incl. four magnets – loadable up to 12 kg
 •  Magnetic board can also be used as a whiteboard
 •  Additional shelf space above the desk top, rounded shelves
 •  Two aluminum corner brackets on the upper shelf
      (lateral support)
 •  Fastened via two supports on the back of the desk
 •  Material: melamine resin-coated wood-based board and    
      aluminium profi le
 •  Color: white
 •  Retrofi tting is possible

 •  Accessories: Utensilo Behind, Baskets SQ/RD

     72 cm  |    16,8 cm  |    0,58 Kg  |    0,0006 m3  |    1
 •  Felt cover for the cable duct
 •  With cable outlets
 •  Visibility and dust protection
 •  Retrofi tting is possible

356

413

411

Express Height Adapter 10

Express Height Adapter 5

408

    10 cm  |    1,31 Kg  |    0,004 m3  |    1
 •  Desk elevation by an additional 10 cm for a body
      height of 1.85 meters
 •  Desk height with Height Adapter: 79-124 cm
     for a body height taller than 185 cm
 •  Note: Only for Champion Express Compact

    5 cm  |    0,59 Kg  |    0,004 m3  |    1
 •  The Height Adapter changes the base height by an 
   additional 5 cm
 •  Desk heights 74 -119 cm with Height Adapter 5
 •  The Height Adapter is installed between the Footbase 
   and the foot rail
 •  Note: Only for Champion Express Compact

900

926
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MATERIALS AND COLORS

1 Melamine coated wood-based board:
moll furniture is made of melamine resin-coated 
wood-based board in accordance with EN 312 
and EN 14322. The Formaldehyde class CARB II is 
complied with, which is based on more stringent 
limit values than the E1 test method according to 
EN 120. As per the current state of knowledge, no 
damage to health or adverse eff ects will occur.

2 Painted MDF wood-based boards:
Sides consist of MDF wood-based boards. with 
primer foil: surface varnished with UV-curing 
Acrylic lacquer system. This was produced on a 
water-base and is therefore particularly environ-
mentally friendly.

3 Solid oak or Walnut oiled:
Solid wood as a natural raw material from sustai-
nable forestry (FSC certifi ed). Tested according to 
EN 13353 and EN 13 017-2.

Blue Angel
The Blue Angel guarantees that products are  pro-
duced with low emissions and high environmental, 
health & usage properties are met.

Made in Germany
moll products are developed in Germany and 
manufactured according to high quality and safety 
standards.

SC and PEFC certifi cation
Confi rms and certifi es the responsible handling of 
the raw material wood. To ensure the preservation 
of our forests, we source our wood from a certifi ed 
supply chain. This guarantees ecological and socially 
acceptable, and sustainable forestry.

CARB II
moll wood-based materials are CARB II compliant 
with more stringent limits than E1 E05 according to 
the current test method. This is not harmful to the 
health when used, according to current knowledge.

Desk surfaces
All decorative surfaces are tested for 
abrasion resistance to stains, scratching and impact 
stress in accordance with EN 14322. The white of 
the desk tops prevents glare or refl ections when 
incident light.

Our responsibility
In our moll production we use primarily 
environmentally friendly materials. On the one hand, 
we want to keep the CO2 footprint of our products 
as small as possible. On the other hand, we wish to 
use materials that can be recycled and/or reused.

JOKER BODY WINNER BODY

CHAMPION BODY / DESK TOP
The decor of the additions always corresponds to the decor of the desk top / respective desk model.

CHAMPION SIDE COLORS

WHITE1

WHITE1 LAVENDER2 PINK2 PETROL2 LIME2

BLUE2 ANTHRACITE2 OAK3 WALNUT3

WHITE1 WHITE1 MAPLE-WHITE1 OAK1
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SWIVEL CHAIRS
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323

324

PRIMO

A gas pressure spring ensures simple, infi nitely variable height 

adjustment. The seat shell is made of durable molded beech wood, 

lacquered white.

The 3D rocking mechanism supports the natural dynamic movements 

of the pelvis in all 3 dimensions: forwards, backwards and to the side.

A fi ve-arm foot base made of resilient aluminum makes each Primo

tilt-resistant and sturdy.

The double castors are lightly braked for the highest safety 

requirements and are suitable for both hard and soft fl oors.

PRIMO S:  For a body height of approx. 119 cm up to 159 cm.

PRIMO M: For a body height of approx. 146 cm up to 188 cm.

The swivel chair can support a maximum load of 100 kg.

S / M

PRIMO S
  39 cm  |    37 cm  |    80 cm  |    6,3 Kg  |    0,144

PRIMO M
  44 cm  |    45 cm  |    94 cm  |    7,5 Kg  |    0,22
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100

919

918

323

324

PRIMO S
PRIMO M

White

Molded beech wood shell lacquered in white

Frame Color

Seat shell

Seat height
Seat depth
Backrest height

33-43 cm
37 cm
37 cm

40-52 cm
45 cm
42 cm

Felt pad 

Seat shell

S M

Braked double castors or...
Glides (as option p.63)

ADDITIONS

Felt pad
    36,5 cm  |    28 cm  |    3 cm  |    0,294 Kg  |    0,00307 m3  |    1
 •  Seat cushion padded 365 x 280 mm
 •  Material: woolen felt, 100% wool, 5mm + fl eece padding
     100% polyester, 20mm
 •  Structure: Two layers ( total thickness: 30mm )
 •  Two colors: Blue similar to RAL 5002 / Pink similar
  to RAL 4010
 •  Certifi cation: Ökotex Standard 100
 •  Anti-slip pad: rubberized fl eece

Care instructions seat cushion
 •  remove the dust with a lint roller or
 •  use a vacuum cleaner and a clean soft brush adapter to
  remove dust
 •  if felt is dirty, clean with water and mild detergents

918

Glides Set 5919

    4,5 cm  |    3,5 cm  |    0,295 Kg  |    0,003 m3  |    1
 •  Fixed Glides as a replacement for castors
 •  With the Glides, the chair height is reduced by 3 cm – this   
  makes it possible for smaller children to sit with an 
  ergonomically correct posture
 •  Retrofi tting is possible
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325

MAXIMO

The seat depth and height, as well as the backrest, are adjustable 

independently of each other. 

Both the seat and backrest are foam-upholstered and have removable 

and washable covers.

A shock absorber under the seat and the inherently elastic seat 

surface off er the essential: „More seat dynamics and comfort!“

The fi ve-armed and extra-wide foot base and an integrated turnstop 

(lockable pivot bearing) ensure particular stability and safety.

For the highest safety requirements, the double castors are lightly 

braked and are suitable for both hard and soft fl oors.

Manual instructions and tools are stored in compartments under 

the seat that can also be used as „secret compartments“.

Suitable for a body height of approx. 1.10 up to 1.85 m.

Maximum load up to 80 kg.

MAXIMO
  68 cm  |    68 cm  |    82 cm  |    15,676 Kg  |    0,379
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White or Grey

Two secret compartments under the seat, turnstop and handle

Replacement cover, set of Glides

Seat height  
Seat depth  
Backrest height

approx. 68 x max.104 x max. 42 cm

Frame color

Integrated

Additions

Adjustment range

Dimensions (WxHxD)

28-54 cm
29-42 cm

73-104 cm

80

Maximo Cushion

Replacement Cover

Castors or ...

fi xed Glides (as an option p.67)

330

326

919

325 MAXIMO ADDITIONS

Maximo Cushion Set

Glides Set 5

    1,4 Kg  |    0,05 m3  |    1

  Replacement Cover
    0,3 Kg  |    0,002 m3  |    1

 •  Three diff erent fabric qualities
 •  Available in 22 diff erent colors
 •  Highly durable and easy to clean
 •  The seat and back cushion can be easily changed
 •  The covers can be replaced at any time

  Please follow the care instructions on page 72
  and/or on the label!

326

330

919
    4,5 cm  |    3,5 cm  |    0,295 Kg  |    0,003 m3  |    1
 •  Fixed Glides as a replacement for castors
 •  With the Glides, the chair height is reduced by 3 cm – this   
  makes it possible for smaller children to sit with an 
  ergonomically correct posture
 •  Retrofi tting is possible
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327

SCOOTER

The resistant mesh covering guarantees a high level of breathability 

and promotes a comfortable and ergonomic sitting position through 

possible weight shifts.

Seat height/depth and backrest height are intuitively adjustable 

with control levers.

Easily exchangeable back and seat cushions in 3 fabric qualities 

and 22 color variations.

Six-arm, extra-wide foot base in fi berglass-reinforced plastic ensures 

stability and safety.

The double castors are lightly braked for the highest safety require-

ments and are suitable for both hard and soft fl oors.

Suitable for a body height of approx. 1.20 up to 1.95 m.

The swivel chair is loadable up to a maximum of 90 kg.

SCOOTER
  74 cm  |    70 cm  |    81 cm  |    12,385 Kg  |    0,257 m3  |    1
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90

329

328

920

327 SCOOTER

White or Grey

Elastomer-based mesh with high restoring force

Seat and back cushions, Glides

Seat height  
Seat depth  
Backrest height

approx. 74 x max. 92 x max. 41 cm

Frame color

Covering

Additions

Adjustment range

Dimensions (WxHxD)

33-55 cm
27-41 cm
70-92 cm

Seat Cushion

Back Cushion

Castors or...

fi xed Glides (as an option p.71)

ADDITIONS

Seat Cushion

Glides Set 6

    44 cm  |    67 cm  |    1 cm  |    0,38 Kg  |    0,003 m3  |    1

    44 cm  |    56 cm  |    1 cm  |    0,34 Kg  |    0,0,25 m3  |    1

 •  Three diff erent fabric qualities
 •  Available in 22 diff erent colors
 •  Highly durable and easy to clean
 •  Easy to change seat and back cushion, with 4 press studs 

 •  Please follow the care instructions on page 72 
  and/or on the label!

328

329

920

    4,5 cm  |    3,5 cm  |    0,354 Kg  |    0,003 m3  |    1
 •  Fixed Glides as a replacement for castors
 •  With the Glides, the chair height is reduced by 3 cm – this  
     makes it possible for smaller children to sit with an
     ergonomically correct posture
 •  Retrofi tting is possible

Back Cushion
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FABRICS

SOFT
Top material: 100% polyester
Base material: 90% polyester, 10% cotton
Oeko Tex Standard 100: certifi ed
Abrasion resistance - yarn breakage: >100.00
Pilling: 4-5
Light fastness: light colors 4
    medium colors 4-5
    dark colors 4-5
Rub fastness:   light colors wet 5, dry 5
   medium colors wet 4-5, dry 5
   dark colors wet 4-5, dry 4-5

TREND
Top material: 100% polyester
Base material: 90% polyester, 10% cotton
Oeko Tex Standard 100: certifi ed
Abrasion resistance - yarn breakage: >100.00
Pilling: 4-5
Light fastness: light colors 4
    medium colors 4-5
    dark colors 4-5
Rub fastness:   light colors wet 5, dry 5
   medium colors wet 4-5, dry 5
   dark colors wet 4-5, dry 4-5

TED
Top material: 100% polyester
Base material: 90% polyester, 10% cotton
Oeko Tex Standard 100: certifi ed
Abrasion resistance - yarn breakage: >100.00
Pilling: 4-5
Light fastness: light colors 4
    medium colors 4-5
    dark colors 4-5
Rub fastness:   light colors wet 5, dry 5
   medium colors wet 4-5, dry 5
   dark colors wet 4-5, dry 4-5

MOTIV 23
Top material: 100% polyester
Base material: 90% polyester, 10% cotton
Oeko Tex Standard 100: certifi ed
Abrasion resistance - yarn breakage: >100.00
Pilling: 4-5
Light fastness: light colors 4
    medium colors 4-5
    dark colors 4-5
Rub fastness:   light colors wet 5, dry 5
   medium colors wet 4-5, dry 5
   dark colors wet 4-5, dry 4-5

SCOOTER MESH
Material: 100% Elastomer-Polyester
Abrasion resistance: 50.000 Matindale

Light fastness: 5  
Rub fastness: wet 5, dry 4  

UTENSILO

Material: durable polyester fabric

CLEANING AND CARE

Vacuum regularly. If dirty, wipe with a damp cloth.
Please follow the care instructions on the label.

Druckdaten Materialinformation

moll Funktionsmöbel GmbH
Rechbergstraße 7
D 73344 Gruibingen

info@moll.world
www.moll.world

100 mm

1
0
0
 m

m

moll Funktionsmöbel GmbH
Rechbergstraße 7, 73344 Gruibingen
Germany

Ted

OBERMATERIAL / COVERMATERIAL:
100% POLYESTER 

Farbton kann  leicht variieren

Colourshades may slightly vary

P30

erstellt am 6.4.2023 dbi

Druckdaten Materialinformation

moll Funktionsmöbel GmbH
Rechbergstraße 7
D 73344 Gruibingen

info@moll.world
www.moll.world

100 mm

1
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m

moll Funktionsmöbel GmbH
Rechbergstraße 7, 73344 Gruibingen
Germany

Ted

OBERMATERIAL / COVERMATERIAL:
100% POLYESTER 

Farbton kann  leicht variieren

Colourshades may slightly vary

P30

erstellt am 6.4.2023 dbi

Druckdaten Materialinformation

moll Funktionsmöbel GmbH
Rechbergstraße 7
D 73344 Gruibingen

info@moll.world
www.moll.world

100 mm

1
0
0
 m

m
moll Funktionsmöbel GmbH
Rechbergstraße 7, 73344 Gruibingen
Germany

Trend

OBERMATERIAL / COVERMATERIAL:
96% POLYESTER / 4% POLYAMID 
TRÄGERMATERIAL / BACKING FABRIC: 
100% POLYESTER

Farbton kann  leicht variieren

Colourshades may slightly vary

P

erstellt am 6.4.2023 dbi

Druckdaten Materialinformation

moll Funktionsmöbel GmbH
Rechbergstraße 7
D 73344 Gruibingen

info@moll.world
www.moll.world

100 mm

1
0

0
 m

m

moll Funktionsmöbel GmbH
Rechbergstraße 7, 73344 Gruibingen
Germany

Motiv

OBERMATERIAL / COVERMATERIAL:
100% POLYESTER

Farbton kann  leicht variieren

Colourshades may slightly vary

erstellt am 6.4.2023 dbi

30 PP

PINK NAVY

MOCCA

MOSS

HONEYGREY

SOFT

MOTIV 23

GALAXYWONDERLAND

SCOOTER

SILVER
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TED

BEIGE

BLUE

TAUPE

GREY

COPPERGREY

UTENSILO

GREEN

OCRA

LEAF

PINK

ANTHRACITECARAMELLIMEBLUE

TREND

KHAKI MAGNOLIARED PETROL
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913

925

316

PRO

STORAGE FURNITURE

The top of the three self-closing drawers is ideal for writing/art supplies. 

It‘s lockable and has a hidden secret compartment! The bottom two 

drawers in DIN format A3 off er generous storage space.

All corners are rounded and therefore reduce the risk of injury.

Three colors available to match the Joker and for all Winner variants 

(White, Maple-white, Oak).

Four smooth-running double castors (two lockable) make 

the container mobile.

Pad for mobile containers Cubic and Pro.

Comfortable and high quality 4 cm foam fi lling.

The changeable fabric cover is available in many diff erent colors 

and is easy to clean. A replacement cover can be purchased at any 

time (P.73/74).

PAD
  43 cm  |    54 cm  |    5 cm  |    2,2 Kg  |    0,015 m3  |    1

REPLACEMENT COVER
  43 cm  |    54 cm  |    5 cm  |    0,395 Kg  |    0,00172 m3  |    1

PRO
  43 cm  |    54 cm  |    43 cm  |    18,927 Kg  |    0,128 m3  |    1
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317

CUBIC

The Cubic has three self-closing drawers.

The top drawer is lockable and has a removable secret compartment.

The lower two drawers in DIN A3 format off er generous storage space.

The mobile container with its white decor is identical in design

to the Champion.

The handle grip recesses can be changed 8 times by means of 

a built-in color sheet memory.

Four smooth-running double castors (two lockable) make the 

container mobile. 

CUBIC
  43 cm  |    54 cm  |    43 cm  |    21,766 Kg  |    0,139 m3  |    1
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318

CUBICMAX

The Cubicmax off ers even more storage space thanks to an additional 

drawer and a shelf attachment with two shelves variable in height and 

depth.

The two shelves can be used either as one large shelf or as two smaller

ones. This creates three divided compartments in the rear part of the 

shelf, with more height available in the front area, for folders, for 

example.

The handle grip recesses can be changed 8 times by means of a built-in 

color sheet memory.

Four smooth-running double castors (two lockable) make the container 

mobile.

CUBICMAX
  43 cm  |    54 cm  |    88 cm  |    43,048 Kg  |    0,271 m3  |    1
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321

TOWER 56

With an area of just 0.3 sqm, the rotating shelf tower off ers countless

storage space and shelving options. The individually adjustable com-

partments leave little to be desired.

The Basic shelf (67 cm) consisting of Rotating Plate + Module 1.

Basic shelf + Module 2 (125cm).

Accessories such as shelves or the freely stackable Baskets in 2 sizes 

and 4 colors increase the benefi t enormously. Whether books, CD‘s, toys 

or other small utensils fi nd their place in Tower 56. And chaos doesn‘t 

stand a chance anymore.

The Tower 56 can be rotated around its own axis with its low-noise 

pivot and thus allows convenient access to every shelf in the rack. 

Integrated aluminum handles facilitate turning, additionally secure the 

shelf contents and are an elegant design feature.

Tower 56 has soft pinch protection on the rotating shelf. Adjustable 

feet allow the rotating shelf to stand securely, even on uneven fl oors.

TOWER 56
  56 cm  |    56 cm  |    67/125 cm
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TOWER 56

E
E

EE

416

322

321 2

2 1

1

Basic shelf consisting of Rotating Plate + Module 1
optional Basic shelf + extension with Module 2

Shelf-Set 56
  22 cm  |    30 cm  |    43,2 cm  |    1,609 Kg  |    0,002 m3  |    1

Tower 56 Module 2
  56 cm  |    56 cm  |    + 58 cm  |    16,31 Kg  |    0,041 m3  |    1

Tower 56 Module 1
  56 cm  |    56 cm  |    67 cm  |    16,423 Kg  |  0,041 m3  |    1

Tower 56 Rotating Plate
  56 cm  |    56 cm  |    4,48 Kg  |    0,041 m3  |    1

Shelf-Set with 2 shelves

Optionally expandable at any time
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319

TOWER 64

With an area of just 0.3 sqm, the rotating shelf tower off ers countless

storage space and shelving options. The individually adjustable compart-

ments leave little to be desired.

The Basic shelf (67 cm) consisting of Rotating Plate + Module 1.

Basic shelf + Module 2 (125cm).

Accessories such as shelves or the freely stackable 1/8 Baskets in 2 

sizes and 4 colors increase the benefi t enormously. Whether books, CD‘s, 

toys or other small utensils fi nd their place in Tower 64. And chaos do-

esn‘t stand a chance anymore.

The Tower 64 can be rotated around its own axis with its low-noise 

pivot and thus allows convenient access to every shelf in the rack. 

Its circular shape makes it particularly suitable for the corner of the 

room. Tower 64 has soft pinch protection on the rotating shelf.

Adjustable feet allow the rotating shelf to stand securely, even on 

uneven fl oors.

TOWER 64
  64 cm  |    64 cm  |    67/125 cm
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TOWER 64

E

E

415

320

319

2

1

E

E

2

1

Basic shelf consisting of Rotating Plate + Module 1
optional Basic shelf + extension with Module 2

Shelf-Set 64
  22 cm  |    30 cm  |    43,2 cm  |    1,609 Kg  |    0,002 m3  |    1

Tower 64 Module 2
  64 cm  |    64 cm  |    + 58 cm  |    14,62 Kg  |    0,041 m3  |    1

Tower 64 Module 1
  64 cm  |    64 cm  |    67 cm  |    14,856 Kg  |  0,041 m3  |    1

Tower 64 Rotating Plate
  64 cm  |    64 cm  |    10,905 Kg  |    0,041 m3  |    1

Shelf-Set with 2 shelves

Optionally expandable at any time
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ACCESSORIES
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ACCESSORIES

Orga Set
    23 cm  |    17 cm  |    5 cm  |    0,287 Kg  |    0,004 m3  |    1
 •  Fits in all moll drawers, mobile containers, the Tower 56 
  and in  the Tower 64
 •  Writing and painting utensils are always tidy in the drawer
  and can be placed on the desk in one set
 •  With fold-out tape dispenser and sharpener

Basic Book-Holder
    33 cm  |    13 cm  |    24 cm  |    0,26 Kg  |    0,007 m3  |    1
 •  Transparent Book-Holder with school timetable, stencil
  and magnifying glass
 •  Included with Joker and all Winner variants.
 •  Brackets allow the Book Holder to be held in place even when   
     the desk top is at an angle.

907Cable-Butler
    10 cm  |    5 cm  |    8 cm  |    0,049 Kg  |    0,003 m3  |    1
 •  Practical helper for desk work with a computer or notebook
 •  Clips to all desk tops
 •  Ensures security and order of all cables on the desk
 •  Cables remain within reach, without falling off  the desk

906

903

Magnetic Ruler
    45 cm  |    6 cm  |    1 cm  |    0,18 Kg  |    0,009 m3  |    1
 •  Transparent anti-slip device with ruler & reading magnifi er
 •  Included with all Winner and Champion models
 •  Two invisible magnetic inlays hold the anti-slip device in place       
  when the desk top is tilted.
 •  Exclusively compatible with Winner and Champion

904 Design Book-Holder
    32 cm  |    15 cm  |    23 cm  |    0,365 Kg  |    0,002 m3  |    1
 •  Foldable Book Holder
 •  Included in all Champion variants
 •  Two fold-out clamps hold the book or folder in place
 •  Retaining brackets make it possible to hang the Book-Holder       
  even with the desk top at an angle

908

Anti-slip Barrier

Hook for bags

    43 cm  |    3 cm  |    1 cm  |    0,087 Kg  |    0,008 m3  |    1
 •  Transparent anti-slip device for tilted desk tops
 •  Included with purchase of a Joker desk
 •  Exclusively compatible with the Joker

927

    5 cm  |    3 cm  |    5 cm  |    0,013 Kg  |    0,004 m3  |    1
 •  To hang on one of the side panels of the desk
 •  The school bag always hangs neatly in its place
 •  Comes with every Joker, Winner and Champion desk

902

Design Ruler
    54 cm  |    5 cm  |    1,2 cm  |    0,338 Kg  |    0,008 m3  |    1
 •  Solid aluminum profi le
 •  Double function: The magnetic Design Ruler also functions
  as an anti-slip device when the desk top is tilted
 •  Exclusively compatible with Winner and Champion

905
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ACCESSORIES

Desk Pads
    59 cm  |    42 cm  |    0,3 cm  |    0,137 Kg  |    0,004 m3  |    1
 •  Six diff erent motifs (from left to right): Planet, Dino, Ballerina, Worldcup, World Map, and The band
 •  Scratch resistant and easy to clean surface with a non-slip back side
 •  The desk pads convey useful learning content

911

Baskets SQ 70

Baskets SQ 130

    30 cm  |    22 cm  |    8 cm  |    0,348 Kg  |    0,012 m3  |    1

    19 cm  |    21 cm  |    14 cm  |    0,316 Kg  |    0,017 m3  |    1

 •  A basket set SQ consists of two baskets of the same size 
     70 or 130
 •  Baskets are stackable with attached clips
 •  The square shape is ideal for Tower 56
 •  The felt boxes have practical handle eyelets
 •  Desk utensils can be stored properly
 •  Available in four colors: blue, grey, green, pink
 •  The inside of the baskets is grey

    22 cm  |    26 cm  |    8 cm  |    0,202 Kg  |    0,012 m3  |    1

    22 cm  |    26 cm  |    8 cm  |    0,31 Kg  |    0,017 m3  |    1

 •  A basket set RD consists of two baskets of the same size 
     70 or 130
 •  Baskets are stackable with attached clips
 •  The triangular shape is ideal for Tower 64
 •  The felt boxes have practical handle eyelets
 •  Desk utensils can be stored properly
 •  Available in four colors: blue, grey, green, pink
 •  The inside of the baskets is grey

914
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Baskets RD 70

Baskets RD 130
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 Color Set Trend Joker

 Color Set Trend Winner Compact

 Color Set Trend Winner

 Color Set Trend Champion

 Color Set Trend Pro

 Color Set Trend Cubic

 Color Set Trend Cubicmax

ACCESSORIES

Color Sets Trend   Color stripes and color caps
    59 cm  |    42 cm  |    0,3 cm  |    0,125 Kg  |    0,004 m3  |    1
 •  Six diff erent color stripes and caps (p.99)
 •  For all moll prime desks and mobile containers

Utensilo Behind
    48 cm  |    2 cm  |    23 cm  |    0,712 Kg  |    0,011 m3  |    1
 •  Matches the Flex Deck and Panel
 •  Practical organizer
 •  Made with compartments of diff erent sizes
 •  In four diff erent colors: Blue, Pink, Green, Grey
 •  Material: durable polyester
 •  Loadable up to 2,5 kg.

910

Utensilo Beside
    41 cm  |    2 cm  |    24 cm  |    0,218 Kg  |    0,011 m3  |    1
 •  To hang on the desk sides of all moll desks
 •  Practical organizer
 •  Made with compartments of diff erent sizes
 •  In four diff erent colors: Blue, Pink, Green, Grey
 •  Material: durable polyester
 •  Loadable up to 2,5 kg.

909
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RED

BLACK

WHITE SILVER

PINK BLUE ORANGE

GREEN

CHAMPION  COLOR CAPS & COLOR STRIPS (IN ADDITION TO STANDARD)

COLOR SET COLOR CAPS & COLOR STRIPS (STANDARD)

We off er a variety of options 
for the individual design of moll 
products. Accent colors: A color 
set with diff erent color caps and 
color strips is included with all 
PRIME desks and mobile contai-
ners.

For the Champion desk models 
the color set also includes white 
and silver. The TREND color set 
can be purchased additionally to 
customize the desks and mobile 
containers with more colors.

Our storage products Baskets 
and Utensilo allow order at the 
workplace, while the desk pads 
inspire and at the same time 
protect the desk tops. We off er 
the products in brilliant colors 
and motifs.

COLORS

GREEN

PETROL

ANTHRACITE

GREEN

BLUE

KHAKI

BLUE

PINK

NIGHTSHADE

PINK

GREY

MAGNOLIA

LIME

GREY

UTENSILO COLORS 

COLOR SET TREND COLOR CAPS & COLOR STRIPS

BASKET COLORS
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922 923

The Flexlight has two movable goosenecks and a ball-and-socket joint 

on the clamp base, which allow maximum fl exibility in the adjustment 

of the desk lamp. The clamping base is designed for a panel thickness

 of 13 to 25 mm. 

Lamp head with 40 LEDs of energy effi  ciency class: G; 85% energy 

saving compared to a 90 W light bulb; nominal luminous fl ux 

690 lumens; nominal power consumption 10 W; color temperature 

3500 K; rated life 25,000 h.

Power-on button with additional night light function that can change 

color at the touch of a button. If required, this function can also be 

switched off .

The lighting is fl icker-free via a sensor button and can be dimmed 

continuously from 100% to 5%. 2 years quality guarantee.

LIGHT

FLEXLIGHT L7

FLEXLIGHT / L7
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922 923

The swiveling lamp arm allows an alignment for both 
right-handed and left-handed users.

Stepless dimming from 100 % to 5 % without
fl ickering.

Two USB ports serve as charging stations.

The switch has a night light function, which can 
change color at the touch of a button.
It can also be switched off  if necessary.

Flexible light arm for a precisely adjustable lighting.Heavy, sturdy base 16.5 x 16.5 cm with pen hollows.

L7 is identical in construction to the Flexlight, but has an attractive and solid base, so that the lamp can be 
placed at any desired location.

FLEXLIGHT
  62 cm  |    42 cm  |    1,468 Kg  |    0,01 m3  |    1

L7
  62 cm  |    42 cm  |    3,76 Kg  |    0,01 m3  |    1
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921

MOBILIGHT

The plain white Mobilight made of aluminum with grey plastic 

applications has a rotatable lamp head with an integrated refl ector.

The swiveling light arm allows for right-handed and left-handed users.

Energy-saving LED lamps with nominal rated power consumption 6 W; 

color temperature 3000K (warm white). Nominal service life 30,000 h 

bulbs. Bright luminous fl ux 690 lumens. The illuminant is replaceable.

MOBILIGHT
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921

The mobile clamp base is suitable for a desk top 
thickness of 13 to 40 mm and is clamped to the 
desk top. 

Holds even when the desk top is at an angle.

The swiveling lamp arm allows alignment for right-handed as well as left-handed users.

MOBILIGHT
  45 cm  |    41 cm  |    1,542 Kg  |    0,04 m3  |    1
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